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Events
Megacon
March 7-9
Orange County Convention Center
$45.80 (3 day), $20.24 (1 day)
Guests: Mike Conrad (OASIS artist),
Stan Morrison (OASIS artist),
Paul Vincenti(OASIS artist),
Tanya Huff
George Perez (comic artist),
Dick Giordano (comic artist),
James Bamber, Mary McConnel
(Battlestar Galactica)
Sean Astin (Lord of the Rings)
and many more
www.megaconvention.com
FITCon
March 14-16

Florida Institute of Technology
150 W University Blvd
Melbourne, FL
$25 for three days, $10 per day (less for groups of 15)
Guests: Aaron Pabon (comic)
Sleeping Samurai (dealer)
www.fitcon.net
ICFA 29 (professional conference)
March 19-23

Orlando Airport Marriott, Orlando, Florida
Guest of Honor: Vernor Vinge
Guest of Honor: Greer Gilman
Guest Scholar: Roger Luckhurst
Special Guest Emeritus : Brain Aldiss
www.iafa.org

Anime Express
March 21-23
Willie Miller Instructional Center at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University , Daytona Beach, FL
Cost: (not easily found on website)
clubs.db.erau.edu/dbanime/Conventionmain.html
(Continued on page 5)

OASFIS February meeting minutes 2/10/08
Meeting called to order at 1:15 pm by the President.
In Attendance: Patricia Wheeler, Roger Sims, Pat Sims, Gail
Sullivan, Colleen O’Brien, Marine Fourrier, Arthur Dykeman,
David Ratti, Dick Spelman, Steve Cole, Susan Cole, Juan
Sanmiguel, Kim Darin, Michael Pilletere, Hector Hoglin, Ruth
Houglin, Deb Canaday, Judy Bemis
Officer Reports:
Vice-President (Colleen O’Brien): She's working on OASIS
emblem embroidery project with Juan.
Treasurer (Michael Pilletere):
Club funds $412.59
Previous convention funds - $5998.50
Oasis 21 $1,675.00
Savings account $52.41
Secretary (notes by Juan Sanmiguel, edits by Pat
Russell): Arrangements are being made to get Patty’s and Juan’s
name on the club PO Box.
New Business:
New business cards were distributed.
ICFA wants people to help to staff, work convention registration
and move stuff. There is a problem for some club members
volunteering, due to the fact that this year the ICFA
convention falls on Easter Sunday. Judy Bemis discussed what
was done in South Florida in years previously. Patricia noted the
club level of interest and will discuss this with the ICFA.

Old Business:
Susan discussed the location and volunteer need at the
picnic. Susan will be the Point of Contact.
Patricia asked if anyone would like to see the movie Persepolis.
(Continued on page 2)
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OASFiS People

March OASFiS Calendar
OASFiS Business Meeting
Steve Cole
Sunday, March 2, 1:30 PM, (Downtown Orlando, 101
E. Central Blvd., Orlando, FL 32801,407-835-7323). Come Susan Cole
join us as we discuss The Martian Child by Larry Niven.
Arthur Dykeman
To contact for more info:
OASFiS Business Meeting

407-823-8715

Mike Pilletere
David Ratti

407-275-5211
stevepcole@hotmail.com
407-275-5211
sacole@mindspring.com
407-328-9565
adykeman@bellsouth.net
mike-sf@webbedfeet.com
407-282-2468
dratti@eudoramail.com
407-823-8715
sanmiguel@earthlink.net
pwheeler222@netzero.net

Juan Sanmiguel
Book Treasures used bookstore near University and Goldenrod is
going out of business on March 23. There is going- out-ofPatricia Wheeler
business-sale.
Any of these people can give readers information about the
Con Business:
club and its functions. To be included in the list call Juan.
To expedite the meeting Juan sent the following email before the
10. I will be meeting with the hotel on February 23(Friday) at
meeting.
10AM. If anyone wishes to come contact me.

1. FX Show: Gave out a lot of our post card size flyers. I had

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

two new half size page flyers for perspective dealers and
artists. Each one had the appropriate information on the
back. Gave some of those flyers out to potential artist and
dealers. Only bad thing about FX was that I found out was
that Vulkon is holding a convention a week before us. It is a
Terminator themed convention. As of now they only have
two guests, the person who plays the new John Connor and
John Delancie (Q from Next Gen). Not sure if this will draw
away Trek fans from our con. There is also Wrath of Con in
South Florida the week after us. Wrath of Con strangely
enough has more Battlestar Galactica and Farscape guests
than Trek.
Sent out the dealers notice email to past dealers and
potential dealers (those I got cards from at FX). I also have
diagrams for two configurations for the dealer room (one
using one section the other using two). It is likely we will
be two as we did for OASIS 18.
Art Show section of the website is up.
I still need to contact additional guests. I am sorry from this
it has been busy. I did update the website to update it with
the guest we do have as of now.
Checkout mailing rates for USPS for possibly automating
the mailings we send out. Will discuss with Susan.
Patty Russell due to a family commitment will not be able to
be at the convention this year. This mean the green room is
up in the air. My plan was to get a regular suite. This
would have a small parlor and make that the green
room. We need to discuss what to do. Patty will be able to
help prep the room just before the convention.
I need to work on writing up Gerrold's and Scalzi's bio for
the program book and press release.
Will be going to Megacon to handout flyers and check out
for potential dealers and artists.
Gerry Ruiz is looking to expand gaming a day. I have
contacted the hotel to see if we can do this. Gerry is also
following up on Dave Arneson for us.

Juan mentioned getting the guests' travel arrangements
done. Micahel Pilletere will send out reminders to the guests
asking for specific flight times.
Arts Show section of website is up.
Hector asked a follow up question on Dave Arneson. He wanted
to know what was status of getting him as a guest.
Juan and Susan will be discussing how to do the next mailing.
We discussed future schedule conflicts in August and
October. Pat Sims discussed hotel issues at Denvention. The
August meeting will be changed to the third Sunday.
Book Discussion:
Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norell by Susanna Clarke was
discussed. Patricia summarized the novel. Roger Sims
compared the book to Jane Austen. Patricia thought the magic in
the book was not consistent. Roger and Patricia discussed
details about the ending. Juan discussed its Hugo pedigree . It
was nominated by the membership of the British Worldcon. All
the nominees that year were British. Two of the nominees were
not available in the US. The British like the book. Neil Gaiman
recommended and gave a blurb of the novel. Juan thought it was
one of the better reads of the nominees. Patricia brought up
Clarke’s current work.
Firefly will be shown in blocks on SciFi Channel.
The new Doctor Who will air on SciFi channel in April.
The meeting was adjourned at 2:10 pm and the majority of the
attendees went to the Taproom at Dubsdread for an early dinner.
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seti@home is looking for more volunteers to crunch data
By
Jay Eichelberger
The huge radio receiver at Arecibo has added seven new
receivers, which now allow the telescope to record radio signals
from seven regions of the sky simultaneously instead of just one.
Much more data to crunch. According to project scientist Eric
Korpela, the new data amounts to 300 gigabytes per day, or 100
terabytes (100,000 gigabytes) per year, about the amount of data
stored in the U.S. Library of Congress.
Scientists conceived a distributed computing project to harness
many computers into one big supercomputer to do the analysis.
Most are now on a platform called BOINC (Berkeley Open
Infrastructure for Network Computing), so that the various
projects could share resources.
To sign up, the BOINC manager is first downloaded, then you
pick a project -like seti@home.
You can sign up for multiple projects if you wish.
Others may take a huge amount of memory - like "Rosetta", or
take disk space (Einstein - 48 meg).
For starters, try seti, when the work unit (wu) is done, it send a
small results back - about 25 k and gets another wu.
I currently have 9 seti WU's stacked up and they and the task
takes 5.88 meg - not all that much.
If SETI is not your thing, there are several other worthwhile
projects that run under BOINC.
I'll recommend World Community Grid (WCG) the researches a
cure for Dengue fever.
WCG actually is a project of projects. to read more about them,
see http://www.worldcommunitygrid.org/
Most projects have forums of discussion topics.
A group of Belgium beer drinkers started a project that has no
WUs to crunch.
They just wanted to use the forums that BOINC will help set up.
The full article can be read at:www.berkeley.edu/news/
media/releases/2008/01/02_setiahome.shtml
Most of all, its fun.
Contact me for more info, or if you want help getting set up.

FX
Florida eXtravaganza (FX) was held at the Orange
County Convention Center on January 26-27,2008. The show
had several media guests from Heroes, Firefly, Start Wars, Star
Trek, and the Whedon-verse. The artist Brom was the guest of
honor. Many artists and writers were also there, including OASIS
guests Stan Morrison, Paul Vincenti, and Glenda Finklestien.
The big improvement this year: all prepaid members got badges.
People who paid at the door still had to show tickets to enter the
dealers’ room. Those who only had tickets had their hand
stamped for reentry. This year, FX was in the West Convention
Center. All main programming was in the back of the dealers’
room. Secondary programming was in a room outside the
dealers room.
What I found annoying was that some guests did not do
any programming. I am not sure if this was because the
committee didn’t think of it or that the guests didn’t wish to do
any. It would have been cool to do a Q&A with cultural icon
Adam West. It would also have been cool to hear from Helen
Slater and Laura Vandervoot, who both played Supergirl (they
also did an episode of Smallville together).
The actors from Heroes did do a panel. This consisted
of George Takei (Kaito Nakamura), Greg Grenburg (Matt
Parkman), and Stephen Tobolowsky (Bob Bishop). The actors
mentioned that due to the writers’ strike, they have no clue of
what is coming up next on the show. I decided to ask Takei a
question. I mentioned that I had seen him in Japan for the
Worldcon, and said that I read in the convention book that Takei
had received the Order of the Rising Sun with Golden Rays from
Emperor Akhito. I asked what it was like to receive this honor.
Takei explained that he was on the board of the JapaneseAmerican Museum and had been involved in a traveling exhibit
that went all over Japan. In addition Takei worked with
President Clinton on improving Japanese-American relations.
For this he received the honor. Takei went to Tokyo to receive
the award, and was taken to a very minimalistic throne room with
others being similarly recognized. The recipients were told to
bow when the emperor entered and not to stop until the emperor
moved. They were also told not to speak unless spoken too.
Takei said it was very austere. Grenburg says that producer J.J.
Abrams (Alias, Lost, and the new Star Trek film) expects the
same treatment when he is on the set.
The artist Gerald Brom made a presentation. It had a
rough start, since the con staff member did not know how the
projector worked. I eventually got it running and gave Brom a
wireless mike. He showed samples of his work over the years,
and told how he started out in art. One story was about taking a
chance, moving to New York without a job. Just as he was about
to leave, a job he was turned down for opened up. This was the
start of his professional career.
Jill Thompson, an artist who has worked on a variety of
comics, including Wonder Woman and Sandman, was the next
artist I spoke to. She created the definitive version of “Delirium”
of the “Endless” for Neil Gaiman’s Sandman. Thompson is the
model for the “Scary Godmother,” a character Thompson created
for a series of childrens’ books. Thompson was also the model
for the Joker’s Daughter in Kingdom Come. It was a little
strange seeing the live model for these creations. I got
Thompson to sign my copy of Death:At Death’s Door, which
she wrote and illustrated. She also signed the back of my
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Delirium doll. While at her table, Thompson mentioned her love
of dogs. I asked her about the model for Baranabas, a dog which
looks after Delirium. Thompson said it was modeled after a
neighbor’s dog. I asked if Gaiman’s script had asked for a
specific breed and she said that it did not. She later did a panel
with some other painters. She talked about her schooling as an
illustrator. Thompson mentioned how her instructor would tear
her work to shreds to teach the stress of illustration. I asked what
was it like to work on Sandman with Neil Gaiman. Thompson
said that it was a really fun experience. Gaiman likes to play to
artists’ strengths and give them stuff they like to draw. The only
difficulty was the trans-Atlantic phone calls, since Gaiman was
in Britain at the time. She was very sad when the story arc she
was working on ended.
Nicholas Brendon (Buffy the Vampire Slayer), Nathan
Fillion (Firefly, Buffy the Vampire Slayer) and Elizabeth Röhm
(Angel) discussed acting in the worlds of Joss Whedon. At first
Brendon would not say anything but “Remarkable.” Fillion said
that he got a hostile reaction from friends and fans alike after his
character Caleb took out Xander’s (Brendon’s character’s) eye.
Brendon explained that Whedon originally considered killing
Xander. The show’s other writers felt that was too extreme.
They convinced Whedon to maim the character instead. Röhm
and Fillion discovered that they both worked on One Life to
Live. Fillion pointed out that “soaps” are boot camp for actors,
since they are done very quickly, without many takes. Röhm
mentioned that the writer who created her character was later
fired, and the writer’s characters were later written out. When
Fillion was asked about the future of Firefly, Fillion said if
something does happen, he will be the last to know about it.
Nathan Fillion says he will be playing Steve Trevor in a direct-to
-DVD animated feature. Keri Russell will be playing Wonder
Woman.
I played “Anime Taboo,” which was run by Wasabi
Anime. The game requires two people. One describes an anime
to their partner. The challenge is that the describer cannot use
five selected words. I participated with Brian Selier, JACON and
JustPressPlay website staffer. I flipped a coin, and Brian got to
be the describer. Host Tom Croom let me plug OASIS. We
scored two. I correctly identified The Big O and Trigun. It was
fun.
I did more buying at FX this year than I have in years
past. I bought an autographed picture from Elizabeth Rohm for
my brother Etzel. I got an autographed picture from Tara Strong,
voice actress extraordinaire. I asked Strong if there was any
difference between working on a Disney film and working for
another studio. She said it all depends on the voice director. I
bought a World War II comic from a local dealer. From another
I bought Chekov’s Enterprise, Walter Koenig’s diary of making
the first film, a rare find. I also bought The Making of Star
Trek, a history of the early Trek conventions by Joan Winston
(which is semi-rare; I couldn’t find the copy I bought 20 years
ago); and Battle of the Planet of the Apes by David Gerrold
(which I might get signed and auctioned off in the OASIS charity
auction.) I had a pleasant chat with a poster dealer about
conventions after buying a Labyrinth poster. I also got a copy of
Max Brook’s Zombie Survival Guide from Virgin Megastore.
This was a fun FX. I got to hang out with my friend
Dave and see many regulars of the Florida cons. I also talked to
artist Steve Bennett about my trip to Japan (he was born in
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Japan). I hung out with Paul Vincenti and Stan Morrison. All in
all it was a good weekend.
Best of the year lists. The following books appearded in multiple
book of the year lists.
(source www.locusmag.org2008/2007BooksOnBestsLists.html)

J.K. Rowling - Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
8 Lists
Ian McDonald - Brasyl
• 7 Lists

Michael Chabon - The Yiddish Policemen's Union
6 lists
Dan Simmons - The Terror
6 lists
Patrick Rothfuss - The Name of the Wind
5 lists
Richard K. Morgan - Thirteen • (UK first edition as Black Man)
4 lists
Emma Bull - Territory
3 lists
David Anthony Durham - Acacia
3 lists
Kay Kenyon - Bright of the Sky
3 lists
Matt Ruff - Bad Monkeys
3 lists
Shaun Tan - The Arrival
3 lists
Bonus associational title-(this book is not a genre novel but the protagonist is a SF/fantasy
reader)
Junot Díaz - The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao •
8 lists
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(Continued from page 1)

Naruto Star Trek Con
March 28-30
Sheraton Suites Cypress Creek Ft. Lauderdale
555 N.W. 62nd Street,Fort Lauderdale, Florida
$15 for three day ($25 at the door),
$10 for one day ($15 at the door)
Guests: Malie Flanagan (voice of Naruto)
James Cawley (Kirk on Star Trek:New Voyages)
www.narutotrek.com

Awards News:
The Bram Stoker Ward nominees presented by the Horror
Writers Association. (Source www.sfsignal.com)
SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT IN A NOVEL
* The Guardener's Tale by Bruce Boston (OASIS guest)
* Heart-Shaped Box by Joe Hill
* The Missing by Sarah Langan
* The Terror by Dan Simmons
SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT IN A FIRST NOVEL
* Heart-Shaped Box by Joe Hill
* I Will Rise by Michael Calvillo
* The Memory Tree by John R. Little
* The Witch's Trinity by Erika Mailman
* The Hollower by Mary SanGiovanni

SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT IN A COLLECTION
* Proverbs For Monsters by Michael A. Arnzen
* The Imago Sequence by Laird Barron
* Old Devil Moon by Christopher Fowler
* 5 Stories by Peter Straub
* Defining Moments by David Niall Wilson
SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT IN NONFICTION
* Encyclopedia Horrifica by Joshua Gee
* The Portable Obituary: How The Famous, Rich, And
Powerful Really Died by Michael Largo
* the cryptopedia: a dictionary of the weird, strange &
downright bizarre by Jonathan Maberry & David F. Kramer
* Storytellers Unplugged by Joe Nassise and David Niall
Wilson
SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT IN POETRY
* "Being Full Of Light, Insubstantial" by Linda Addison
* "Heresy" by Charlee Jacob
* "Vectors: A Week In The Death Of A Planet" by Charlee
Jacob & Marge Simon
* "Phantasmapedia" by Mark McLaughlin
* "Ossuary" by JoSelle Vanderhooft
The Spectrum Awards
(source www.spectrumawards.org/2007.htm)

2007 Best Novel Winner & Short List

SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT IN LONG FICTION
* Afterward, There Will Be A Hallway by Gary Braunbeck
* Almost The Last Story By Almost The Last Man by Scott
Edelman
* General Slocum's Gold by Nicholas Kaufmann
* The Tenth Muse by William Browning Spencer
* An Apiary Of White Bees by Lee Thomas
SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT IN SHORT FICTION
* "The Death Wagon Rolls On By" by C. Dean Andersson
* "Letting Go" by John Everson
* "The Teacher" by Paul G. Tremblay
* "There's No Light Between Floors" by Paul G. Tremblay
* "Closet Dreams" by Lisa Tuttle
* "The Gentle Brush Of Wings" by David Niall Wilson

WINNER:
Vellum - Hal Duncan (Del Rey)

2007 Best Short Fiction Winners & Short List
WINNER:
(TIE) In the Quake Zone - David Gerrold (Down These Dark
Spaceways - SFBC) (OASIS 21 Guest of Honor)
(TIE) Instinct - Joy Parks (The Future Is Queer - Arsenal Pulp)
(TIE) The Language of Moths - Christopher Barzak (Realms of
Fantasy)

2007 Best Other Work Winners & Short List

WINNER:
(TIE) The Future Is Queer - anthology - edited by Richard
SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT IN AN ANTHOLOGY
Labonte and Lawrence Schimel (Arsenal Pulp)
(TIE) Torchwood Season 1 - television - by Russell T Davies et
* Five Strokes To Midnight edited by Gary Braunbeck and
al (BBC)
Hank Schwaeble
(TIE) V for Vendetta - film - by James McTeigue et al (Warner
* Inferno edited by Ellen Datlow
* Dark Delicacies 2: Fear edited by Del Howison & Jeff Gelb Bros)
* Midnight Premiere edited by Tom Piccirilli
* At Ease With The Dead edited by Barbara & Christopher
Roden

OASFiS
P.O. Box 592905
ORLANDO, FL 32859-2905

OASFIS
P.O. Box 592905
Orlando, FL 32859-2905

3-Day Memberships
$25 until 3/31/07
$30 until 4/30/07
$35 at the door

$89/night, single quad
Through 5/10/07
Mention OASIS for rate

Joe Haldeman
Mike Resnick
Michael Bishop
Kathleen Ann Goonan
Jack McDevitt
Robert J. Sawyer

Science Fiction Convention
Orlando

